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University of Pennsylvania A 
(Questions by Josh Levy, et. al.) 

Tossup Questions 

1. Further studies on this substance, discovered accidentally, were made by Sir H.W.Flovey and E.B.Chain. 
Recognising its potential use in war, its production and allocation were controlled by the U.S. War Production 
Group which did not lift quota restrictions on civilian supplies until March, 1945. FTP, name the ftrst widely-used 
antibiotic. 
Answer: Penicillin 

2. Warning: 2 answers required. "Detection is, or ought to be, an exact science, and should be treated in the same 
cold and unemotional manner. You have attempted to tinge it with romanticism, which produces much the same 
effect as if you worked a love story or elopement into the 5th proposition of Euclid". This was an exchange between 
two ftctional characters over one's portrayal of the other in "A Study in Scarlet." FTP, which Arthur Conan Doyle 
said this to whom? 
Answer: John Watson to Sherlock Holmes < "> - -
3. It offtcially recognized the Roman Catholic church, the seigneurial (sign-uri-al) land tenure system, and French 
Civil law. Its terms were largely dictated by Guy Carleton, the territory's governor, when it was passed in 1774. It 
set up an appointed council to assist the governor, extending this territory's boundaries south to the Ohio river, and 
west to the Missisippi. FTP, name this act, or its namesake territory, that is regarded as one of the intolerable acts. 
Answer: The _Quebec_Act 

4. It moved in 1889 to the Maryinsky Theater, which was renamed after the company in 1935. Until 1944, when its 
chief choreographer and its prima ballerina were transferred to the Bolshoi company, it was the preeminent ballet in 
Russia. In the 1960s and 70s it lost some of its fmest dancers, among them Natalia Makarova, and RudolfNuryev, 
who chose to live and work in the West. FTP, name this ballet company. 
Answer: the Kirov Ballet 

5. Claire Rushbrook, Richard O'Brian, Alan Cumming, Roger Moore, Mark McKinney, Richard Grant, George 
Wendt, Meatloaf, Victoria Adams, Melanie Chisholm, Emma Bunton, Geri Halliwell and Melanie Brown all star in 
this movie. FTP, name the movie that is hoped by execs to be the Spice Girls "A Hard Day's Night." 
Answer: _Spice World_ 

6. Pencil and paper might be helpful. It's 1-0-1-0-0-1-1-0-1-0 in binary, 2-9-A in hexidecimal, 1-2-3-2 in octal, and 
3-0-1-2 in base 6. FTP, what is this number in binary, which in appeared in the Book of Revelations as the Mark of 
the Beast? 
A: 666 

7. His writings supplied the basic material for Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Timon of Athens and Coriolanus. 
While he is visibly proud of the culture and greatness of the men of Greece, he is also fair and honest to the 
Romans. As a biographer he is almost peerless, though he is not always accurate because he has a weakness for the 
good anecdote. FTP, who is this author of the lesser-known Moralia, and the well-known Parallel Lives? 
A: Plutarch - -

8. In 1983, she confessed to hacking to death 2 people with a pickax while in a drug induced rage. She was 
convicted of the crime and sentenced to death. However, while in prison, she became a born-again Christian, thus 
leading christian conservatives such as Ollie North to demand for her pardon. FTP, name this Texas woman who is 
set to become the 2nd woman in Texas history to be executed. 

Karla Faye _Tucker_ 



9. This fonnerly moribund college basketball program recently cracked the Top 25 AP poll for the fIrst time in 24 
years. Led by coach Riley Walolace, the teams accomplishments include wins over Tulane, Kansas, and Indiana. 
FTP, name the university whose Rainbows are turning the ~eads of people like Dick Vitale. 

University of _Hawaii_ 

10. It is a nine-act drama, essentially a Freudian stream of consciousness character study of an emotionally sterile 
woman, whose frequent asides give expression to her deeper thoughts and feelings. FTP, what is this 1928 play 
which won Eugene O'Neill his third Pulitzer Prize. 
_Strange Interlude_ 

11. It refers to what was once a village on the northeastern outskirts of London where horses were raised before 
taken into the city for sale or hire. Most rented horses were old or worn out from usage, and because of 
this the name of the village came to be applied to a broken-down horse. This name later got applied to anybody who 
wrote for hire, and hence unimaginatively, or to any writing loaded with cliches. FTP name this village. 
Answer: _Hackney_ (prompt on: hack) 

12. Some schools have degree programs in it, even though it is not generally accepted in academia. Fictional 
character Peter Venkman had a degree in it. FTP identify this fIeld of study of psychic phenomena, the ability of the 
mind to perfonn psychic acts, mostly extrasensory perception or psychokinesis. 
Answer: _Parapsychology_ 

13. General Taylor began his attack on the morning of September 21st. Six companies of Texas Rangers charged up 
Federation Hill, captured enemy artillery, and turned the cannon on retreating Mexican forces. Bloody 
street-to-Street fIghting began on the 23rd. Mexican general Pedro de Ampudia soon requested a truce, and removed 
his forces from the city on the 25th. These are the events of, FTP, what Battle of the Mexican American War? 
Answer: The Battle of _Monterrey_ 

14. Nonnan Mailer publishes _The Executioner's Song_, , the US Department of Energy is established, "Evita" 
debuts on Broadway, the Village People top the charts with "YMCA", the Pittsburgh Pirates defeats the Baltimore 
Orioles in the World Series and the Ayatollah Khomeni seizes power in Iran, all occured--for ten points--in what 
year, also the title of a Smashing Pumpkins hit? 

Answer: 1979 - -
15. Their animist religion imputed spirits to most animals and important landscape features. To avoid their hostility, 
souls of the important subsistence animals were propitiated through extensive honorary customs and taboos. One of 
the most widespread customs was for the hunter's wife to offer a dead seal a drink of water as a sign of hospitality 
when her husband brought the carcass to the entryway of the house. FTP, name this Arctic people. 
Answer: Inuit or Eskimo - - -

16. Extending from the Indian Ocean at Eighty Mile Beach inland for about 350 miles, it's a barren region of 
sandhills and salt marshes in northern Western Australia. A riverless land of scattered grasses and acacias, it is 
nearly coextensive with the Canning Basin. FTP, name this Australian desert explored by Peter Warburton in 1873, 
given one of the least imaginative names ever for anything. 
Answer: _Great Sandy Desert_ 

17. Matches in this sport are usually held in small, earthen pits. The two competitors, specially bred for this event, 
are released and then try to kill each other with sharp metal spurs. Originating in Asia over 3,000 years ago, it was 
popular in Persia, Rome, and parts of Greece. It was popular among the 16th-century English aristocracy, who 
would wager on the outcome. FTP, name this sport, fought with specially bred Fowl and illegal in America. 
Answer: _Cock Fighting_ 

18. CdC03 * CdO + C02. (read cadmium trioxide yields cadmium oxide plus carbon dioxide) FTP, give the one 
word description of the above reaction, which involves the breaking down of a compound into 2 or more elements 
or compounds. 



_Decomposition _ 

19. At $45 per square foot, it was, at the time of its compl~tion, the most luxurious skyscraper ever built. Everything 
in this building, including the lavatory fIxtures, was custom-designed. It is set back 90 feet from its site at 375 Park 
Avenue, and rises in an uninterrupted 38-story column. FTP, name this skyscraper, designed by Phillip Johnson 
and Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe. 
Answer: The _Seagram_Building 

20. Labeled the "prince of humanists" this Rotterdam scholar was the leader of the Christian humanist movement in 
Northern Europe. He was a friend of Sir Thomas More and his most famous manuscript was the most widely read 
document of the 16th century, after the Bible of course. FTP, name this author of The Praise of Folly. 

Answer: Erasmus - -

21. Its name, which means "Five Treasuries of the Great Snow" in Tibetan, refers to its fIve peaks, four of which are 
arranged symmetrically around the highest summit. Several attempts to climb the mountain have ended in fatal 
accidents, but in 1955 a British team led by Charles Evans almost reached the top. The party stopped 5 ft below the 
summit out of respect for local religious traditions. FTP, name this mountain, the world's third highest. 
Answer: _ Kanchenjunga _ {kahn-chuhn-jung'-guh} 

22. The original Miss Nancy died in 1997. This program began in 1953 with preschool tykes scurrying about a 
television studio in Baltimore, starting a tradition in childrens' programming that lasted until 1996. FTP, what was 
this program which always included the incantation "Romper bomper stomper boo." 
_Romper Room_ 

23. Ujima,Ujamaa,Umaja,Imani,Nia,Kumba,Kujichagulia are the names of the 7 days. Each of them celebrates a 
different virtue. Each virtue (and day) is represented by a candle. These are lit over the seven days of, FTP, what 
holiday celebrating the African harvest? 

Kwanzaa - -

24. To the sadness of many TV execs, she recently turned down cameo roles on Ally Mcbeal and Dharma and 
Greg. On Saturday Night Live, she is played by a man. Appointed to her job in 1993, she is known by Daily Show 
fans as the "mighty Kong." Unlike the previous nominees for 'this position, she's never had child care problems. 
FTP, name this top law lady in the U.S. 

Janet Reno 

25 . This is a theorem in proability theory that states that the average of the outcomes of independent repetitions of a 
chance phenomenon must approach the expected novel of the outcome as the number of repetitions increases 
without limit, or approaches infInity. It is also called Chebyshev'S Theorem or Bernoulli's Theorem. Gambling 
houses, insurance companies, and other industries base their business practices on this assurance that the average 
result of many independent chance trials is quite predictable--even if the result of one individual trial is not. FTP, 
name this theory, popularly known as the law of averages. 
Answer: The _Law of Large Numbers _ (Prompt for proper name on the law of 
averages) 

26. "We gave the devotchka a tolchock on the listo and the krovy came out of his mouth" ? The reason that you 
can't understand this question is that it's not in English. It is in fact in an amalgam of languages, principally 
drawn from Russian, spoken by Alex and his Droogs in Anthony Burgess's novel "A Clockwork Orange" . FTP, 
name the language. 
Answer: _Nadsat_ (Accept "A Clockwork Orange" if given before the it is said. ) 

Bonus Questions (by UPenn.) 

1. Name the rivers on which the following world capitals can be found, ten points each. 



,. 

a) Warsaw 
b) Baghdad 
c) Yangon 

Answer: _ Vistula_ River 
Answer: _Tigris_River 
Ans'Yer: _Irrawaddy- River 

2. Given a description of an oddly named scientific unit of measurement, name it, for ten points each. 
a. This unit is the amount of force necessary to give a mass of one gram an acceleration of one centimeter per 
second-squared (1 cmlsec2). 

Answer: _dyne_ 
b. This unit of energy, equal to 10-7 joules, is also equivalent to one dyne acting through one centimeter. 

Answer: _ erg_ 
c. This measurement of radioactivity is the amount of energy deposited per gram of absorbing material, and is equal 
to 100 ergs per gram. 

Answer: rad 

3. Given a brief synopsis of a Jane Austen novel, provide the title of the book, for ten points each: 
a. Published in 1814, this Austen novel is centered around Fanny Price, a self-effacing and unregarded cousin cared 
for by the Bertrarns who struggles to gain complete acceptance into their family. 

Answer: _Mansfield Park_ 
b. Catherine Morland, the protagonist of this novel, is an innocent abroad who gains worldly wisdom at the title 
location of this novel, where she learns not to interpret the world through her reading of Gothic thrillers. 

Answer: _Northanger Abbey-
c. Austen's last novel, it tells the story of a second chance, the reawakening of love between Anne Elliot and 
Captain Frederick Wentworth, whom seven years earlier she had been swayed from marrying. 

Answer: Persuasion - -

4. Given a brief description, for ten points each, provide the name of the Egyptian pharaoh. 
a) Believed to be the first monotheist in recorded history, he renounced the worship of the old Egyptian gods and 
introduced a solar cult of the sun-disc Aton. 

Answer: _Akhenaton_ (accept: Amenhotep IV) 
b) Rumored to have been killed by a hippopotamus, he united Upper and Lower Egypt into one kingdom, 
establishing the capital at Memphis. 

Answer: Menes - -
c) An enthusiastic builder, he has left innumerable monuments, among them the great sandstone temples at Abu 
Sirnbel. 

Answer: _Rarnses 11_ (accept: _Rameses II.J or _The Great_ 

5. Answer the following questions about the 1997 Tony Awards. 
I. A British production of a Henrik Ibsen play about a marital relationship took Broadway by stonn during its 

limited engagement. For 5 points each, name this play, the actor who won the Tony for Best Actor in a Play for his 
role as Torvald, and the actress who won the Tony for her role as Nora. 
Answer: _A Dolls House_, Owen _Teale_, Janet _McTeer_ 
II. Alfred Uhry became the first playwright to win the triple crown, an Oscar, a Pulitzer, and a Tony Award for best 

play. For ten points, name his Tony Award winning play about 1920's Jewish Life in Atlanta and a dance that is 
currently on Broadway, starring Paul Rudd, Dana Ivey, and Jessica Hecht. 
Answer: _The Last Night of Ballyhoo_ 
III. Finally, for five points, name the musical that swept just about every category that it was nominated, which 
stars David Garrison from Married With Children fame, and a hit motion picture depicting the same subject was 
released in December. 
Answer: Titanic 

6. Given the description, identify the chemical reaction or process, FTP each. 
1. The decomposition of an object due to heat alone, absent of both oxygen and air. 
Answer: _Pyrolysis_ 



2. A chemical reaction that has water as one of the reactants. 
Answer: _Hydrolysis_ 
3. A liquid is vaporized, then that vapor is collected, conde,nsed, and collected in a second container. 
Answer: Distillation 

7. Name the subatomic particle from a brief description, ten points each. 
a) A negatively charged lepton, this particle has a half-integral spin and is unstable, decaying in 2.2 
microseconds .. 

. Answer: Muon 
b) This particle is the largest of the leptons, with a mass 3,700 times larger than that of an electron. 
Answer: _Tau_-Lepton 
c) The lightest of the mesons, this subatomic particle is chiefly responsible for the strong interactions between 
the protons and neutrons in atomic nuclei. 

Answer: _Pion _ ( accept: _Pi meson ~ 

8. Given characters from a Shakespearean play, name the play FTP each. 
a)Pease Blossom, Mustard Seed- A _Midsummer Night's Dream_ 
b )Tamora, Lavinia- _Titus Andronicus_ 
c)Rosalind, Orlando- _As You Like It_ 

9. For ten points each, name the pre-Socratic thinkers from the description. 
a. Often called the fIrst philosopher of Athens, this mentor of Socrates is best remembered for discovering the 
true nature of eclipses. 

Answer: _ Anaxagoras_ 
b. Although little of the work of this pre-Socratic philosopher has survived, this Ionian's view that fIre forms the 
basic material principle of an orderly universe was often cited by later thinkers. 

Answer: Heraclitus - -
c. This pupil of Thales and founder of astronomy believed that the world was derived from a nonperceptible 
substance called the apeiron. 

Answer: Anaximander - -

10. Answer the following questions about the sordid pasts of an actor/actress from the wholesome Movie "Clueless" 
1. Alicia Silverstone starred as a sex symbol in three Aerosrnith videos. For 5 each, name them. 
Answer: _ Amazing_, _ Crying_, _Crazy_ 
2. The Actress who played Dion starred in a soft-core porn flick. Name her for 5 points, and the movie she starred 
in, for ten more points. 
Answer: Stacey _Dash_, _Illegal In Blue_ 

11. Answer the following questions about the 19th century War of the PacifIc, For the stated number of points. 
For 5 Each, What three nations were involved in the war? 
Answer: _Peru _, _Bolivia _, and _Chile_ 
15: What 1883 Treaty ended hostilities between Peru and Chile? 
Answer: The Treaty of _ Anchon_ 

12. Answer the following about Murder, Inc., the mob's enforcement arm in the 1930's. 
A. (10) This man was the connection between the gunmen of Murder, Inc. and the syndicate; he shares his last 
name with a recent movie. 
Answer: Albert Anastasia - -
B. (5) This later presidential candidate led the investigation into Murder, Inc. in the late 1930's 
Answer: Thomas E. _Dewey_ 
C. (15) This man was the chief killer for Murder, Inc; he was also going to be the star witness for the state, but he 
died under mysterious circumstances. 
Answer: Abe _Reles_ (accept _Kid TwisU 



" 

13. For 5 each, and 5 points in the correct order, name Ireland's 5 largest port cities. 
Answer: _Dublin _, _Cork _, _Limerick _, _Galway-, _Waterford_ 

, 
14. Name the 20th century American composer from a list of works, ten points each. 
a. The orchestral works "Three Places in New England," and "Concord Sonata." 

Answer: Charles Ives 
b. The minimalist works "Drumming,"'Clapping Music," and "Music for 18 Musicians" 

Answer: Stephen _Reich_ 
c. The ballets "Billy the Kid," and "Appalachian Spring" 

Answer: Aaron _Copland_ 

15. Given the defmiton of a term from economics, provide the name of that term, ten points each. 
a. The average number of times per year that money is spent in circular flow. 

Answer: _velocity_ 
b. "Basically," it's the measure of the money supply of an economy that includes currency held by the nonbank 
and bank reserves. 

Answer: _monetary base_ 
c. Paper money that is not backed by a commodity in the sense that people cannot trade it for a particular 
commodity at a fIxed nominal price. 

Answer: _fIat money_ 

16. Given a description ofa Military unit from old times, name it, FTP each. 
a. In the 17th century, this was a term for soldiers who carried a certain kind of ammunition. Now, the term is 
applied to elite troops. 
Answer: Grenadier - -
b. A European Light cavalryman, the original unit was part of the Hungarian army in its 15th century wars with 
Turkey. The term comes from the Hungarian for "Freelancer" or "Free-Booter" 
Answer: Hussar - -
c. Heavily armed and Armored infantrymen, they fought in phalanxes in ancient Greece. 
Answer: _ Hoplite_ 

17. The Super Bowl is upon us, so lets see what you know about it. 
a) For 5 points each, name the 3 teams who are O-for-4 all-time in Super Bowls. 

_Buffalo_ or _Bills_, _Minnesota_ or Vikings_, _Denver_ or ~Broncos_ 
b)For fIve points, before 1998, when was the last time an AFC team won the Big 
Game? A: _ 1984_ or _Super Bowl 18_. 
For fIve points each, tell me, in order, the winner and loser of Super Bowl 18. 
-Los Angeles _Raiders_ (prompt on "Los Angeles," but rule "Oakland" or "Oakland Raiders" wrong.) , 
_Washington Redskins_ 

18. How well do you know your muses? For 5 p'ts each and a 5 pt. bonus for all 5, name these muses 
a)muse of history-_Clio_ 
b )muse of comedy-_Thalia_ 
c )muse of epic poetry-_Calliope_ 
d)muse of lyric poetry-_Euterpe_ 
e )muse of love poetry-_Erato_ 

19. For fIfteen points each, name the female psychologist from the given description. 
a. Psychoanalyst who was a pioneer in studying the fears, anxieties, and desires of young children. She 

wrote "Normality and Pathology in Young Children." 
Answer: _Anna Freud _ (prompt on: Freud) 

b. She rejected Sigmund Freud's notions of libido and penis envy in her work The Neurotic Personality of Our 
Time, suggesting that people suffer from a basic anxiety wherein environmental and social conditions determine 



much of individual personality. 

20. 

Answer: Karen _Horney _ (hor-nay: grudgingly accept: hor-nee) 

Given a nation, provide its currency unit, five points e~ch plus a bonus five for all correct. 
a) South Africa Answer: rand_ 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

Sweden 
Norway 
Guatemala 
Saudi Arabia 

Answer: krona 
Answer: krone - -

Answer: _ quetzal_ 
Answer: _ riyal_ 

21 . Identify these Asian leaders, FTP each. 
A. President of South Korea 
Answer: _Kim Dae Jung_ 
B. Prime Minister of Japan 
Answer: Ryutaro _Hashimoto 

22. For 15 pts each, name the author of the following works. If you need a second work from that author, you'll only 
earn 5 pts. 

a)Ghosts(15 pts), Peer Gynt(5pts) -Henrik Ibsen_ 
b)The Bald Soprano(15 pts), Rhinoceros(5 pts) - Eugene _Ionesco_ 

23. Name these "fathers" FTP each 
a)"father ofhistory"-_Herodotos_ or _Herodotus_ 
b) "father of biology" -_Aristotle_ 
c ) "father of oceanography"-Matthew _Maury_ 

24. Smallpox has not been totally erased from the earth. There are small stocks of it in four places. One is the CDC 
in Atlanta, Georgia. FTP, name the other three countries that, for reasons best not inquired into, hold smallpox 
samples. 
Answer: _GREAT BRITAIN _, _RUSSIA _, _ CHINA_ 
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